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Looking ahead:
Sat Mar 3 - Girasoles MASSACHUSETTS debut!
Fri Mar 9 - Open House “Follow Your Child”
Mar 15-16 - Parent Check Ins
Mar 19-30 - Spring Break
Apr 11 - Violeta Parent Montessori Evening
Mon, Feb 5: Snack & Laundry - Ojo
Remember: log-in to smile.amazon.com, click on “Violeta”
& Amazon will donate to us!

“How much fuller and richer life would be if we saw the child in all his greatness, all his beauty,
instead of focusing on all his little mistakes?...with this change in our hearts we will want to study
[the child] in all his different phases, to study all his miracles… We must give this development, this
miraculous force, the help it needs. It needs the warmth of the heart (!!!!!) and it needs understanding.
Let us call this help Education.”
~Dr. Montessori

We work in paradise!

I guide my learning and develop importing learning skills alongside my peers!

Colors are all around Violeta! This
fun game is with Color Box 2!

In our Violeta Montessori environment, children learn how
to teach themselves how to acquire learning skills.
The theme of this year’s AMI/USA Primary Refresher in AZ
was “Living in Harmony with Children”. The course included
discussions around Grace & Courtesy, Spoken Language,
Practical Life, Nature, Food, and Freedom and Limits. Most
importantly the messages were positive and affirming: be
strong and vulnerable and do better and better for our children.
Each day is a fresh start in paradise.

“b-u-d”, “BUD” is about to bloom at
the top of this plant! I can reach it if I
stand on the step stool.
We joyfully dance in the sunshine!

Heavy, light; these baric tablets
have different weights!!

The golden beads help me
learn how to add numbers with
my friends!

